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Re:  Unlawful Discrimination Against Muslim Applicants for Driver’s 

Licenses by the Hawaiʻi County Vehicle Registration and Licensing 
Division 

 
Dear Ms. O’Dell, Ms. Sako, and Mr. Kamelamela,  
 

The ACLU of Hawai‘i Foundation (“ACLU of Hawaiʻi”) represents Laycie 
Tobosa, a devout Muslim who wears a hijab—a headscarf that some Muslim women 
wear—because of her religious beliefs. It has come to our attention that the Hawaiʻi 
County Vehicle Registration and Licensing Division (“Hawaiʻi County DMV”) is 
engaging in certain policies and practices that have unlawfully discriminated 
against Ms. Tobosa on the basis of religion and impermissibly burdened Ms. 
Tobosa’s free exercise of her religion. 
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Beginning in January 2018, Ms. Tobosa began the process of renewing her 
full driver’s license. However, because of certain Hawaiʻi County DMV policies and 
practices—which imposed different and additional burdens solely because of her 
religious beliefs—Ms. Tobosa was deemed ineligible to receive, and thus initially 
denied, such a license. Specifically, the Hawaiʻi County DMV has policies and 
practices: (1) requiring that, in order to be eligible for a religious accommodation in 
taking their identification photograph, religious applicants obtain a letter from the 
University of Hawaiʻi at Manoa (“UH-Manoa”) “confirming” their religious beliefs 
in violation of the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment, and (2) requiring 
that certain religious driver’s license applicants—and only such applicants—show 
both ears when taking photos for identification purposes in violation of the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Due to these policies and practices, 
Ms. Tobosa experienced substantial hardship over the course of a nearly five-month-
long process to convince the Hawaiʻi County DMV to issue her a full driver’s license. 

 
Because Muslim and other similarly situated religious applicants are and 

will be affected by these unlawful policies and practices,1 the ACLU of Hawaiʻi 
demands that you take immediate action to, among other things, eliminate the UH-
Manoa confirmation letter requirement, and train Hawaiʻi County DMV employees 
on the federal laws regarding the wearing of religious head coverings in 
identification photos. 
 

I. Ms. Tobosa’s experience renewing her Hawaiʻi County driver’s 
license 

 
Laycie Tobosa is a practicing Muslim who was born and raised in Hilo, where 

she currently resides with her husband and two young children. After graduating 
from the University of Hawaiʻi Maui College with a B.A. in Applied Business & 
Information Technology, Ms. Tobosa traveled to Egypt, where she began learning 
about the culture and decided to convert to Islam. She thus began wearing a hijab—
a headscarf that covers the top of her head and ears, leaving her other facial 
features exposed—while in public. Ms. Tobosa is founder of a massage business in 
Hilo, which she continues to run today. She is an engaged community member; she 
has volunteered with the University of Hawaiʻi and she currently serves on the 
Executive Board of the Islamic Center of Hawaiʻi. Given these responsibilities, 
having a full driver’s license is critical to Ms. Tobosa’s daily life and routine. 
                                                
1 HNN Staff, All new Hawaii drivers licenses will now bear a gold star, Hawaii News Now (Feb. 27, 
2018), http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/37606337/heres-why-hawaii-drivers-licenses-will-now-
bear-a-gold-star (explaining that “anyone who does not have a gold star on their license will have to 
get the new ID before October of 2020.”). 
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Since she began driving at 19 years old, Ms. Tobosa has not experienced any 

difficulty in renewing her driver’s license at the Hawaiʻi County DMV. Thus, she 
was shocked when it refused to renew her full driver’s license. 

 
After confirming the documentation requirements with the Hawaiʻi County 

DMV in January 2018, Ms. Tobosa visited the Hawaiʻi County DMV on February 1, 
2018 to submit her paperwork and retake her identification photograph. With her 
documentation prepared, Ms. Tobosa expected to complete her renewal process that 
day. But as a result of the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s discriminatory policies and 
practices, Ms. Tobosa’s renewal process took about eighteen weeks. 

 
When Ms. Tobosa first arrived at the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s Hilo office, an 

employee took a new identification photograph for Ms. Tobosa with her hijab on. 
She was therefore surprised when the employee stated that the DMV could not 
issue Ms. Tobosa a renewed license on account of her wearing a hijab. Ms. Tobosa 
explained that, as a practicing Muslim, her religious beliefs required her to cover 
her hair, and that she had been permitted to wear her hijab in her passport 
photograph. According to the employee, however, the Hawaiʻi County DMV only 
made exceptions for head coverings if the applicant was undergoing chemotherapy.  

 
Neither the employee working with Ms. Tobosa nor the half dozen other 

employees present with whom the employee consulted could confirm whether the 
DMV made exceptions for head coverings worn for religious purposes. At no point 
did DMV employees ask Ms. Tobosa to submit a written statement explaining why 
her religious beliefs prevented her from removing her hijab for her photograph.2 
Instead, the employees stated that they could not issue Ms. Tobosa a full driver’s 
license until they confirmed the DMV’s religious head coverings policies with the 
Hawaiʻi County DMV Administrator, Naomi O’Dell.  

 
While she waited, and concerned by the hold-up, Ms. Tobosa researched the 

Hawaiʻi County DMV’s religious accommodations policies on her smart phone. 
Based on a Google search, Ms. Tobosa found a seventeen-page document written by 
a college journalism student entitled “How To: Driver’s License Photo Renewal 
Approval Wearing the Hijab,” and which purported to be a “how-to technical 
manual . . . specifically for Muslim women who reside in Hilo, Hawaiʻi.”3 This 

                                                
2 Cty. & St. of Haw. R. & Regs. of the Dir. of Fin. Rule 11.13. 
3 Kainoelani Lee, How To: Driver’s License Photo Renewal Approval Wearing the Hijab (2015), 
https://keekslee95.weebly.com/uploads/5/5/0/7/55070625/technical_manual.pdf. 
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unofficial manual outlined, among other things, the “various steps that a Muslim 
woman must follow” to obtain a full driver’s license, describing this process as 
“tedious.”4 Ms. Tobosa learned from the manual that she could obtain a religious 
accommodation for her driver’s license photograph if she provided the Hawaiʻi 
County DMV with a “document of approval” from the Religion Department of UH-
Manoa attesting to the orthodoxy of her religious practices.5 Believing that 
following the “document of approval” process would resolve her situation, Ms. 
Tobosa, while still at the DMV, emailed the Chair of the UH-Manoa Religion 
Department, Professor Jeffrey (Kapali) Lyon, to begin that process. 

 
After working with Ms. Tobosa for three hours, Hawaiʻi County DMV 

employees finally told Ms. Tobosa that they were unable to reach Ms. O’Dell. They 
explained that the Hawaiʻi County DMV could only issue Ms. Tobosa a provisional 
driver’s license—that is, one that could be used only for driving purposes (and not 
for identification or other purposes)6—and not a full driver’s license.7 The employees 
told Ms. Tobosa that the Hawaiʻi County DMV would contact her with more 
information about whether and how she could obtain a full driver’s license. 

 
Ms. Tobosa waited patiently for four weeks before she finally received a letter 

dated March 1, 2018 from the Hawaiʻi County DMV, signed by Ms. O’Dell, stating 
that she would “need to come in and retake [her] photo” and “surrender the 
temporary license” issued to her on February 1, 2018. The letter stated that the new 
photo would need to show Ms. Tobosa’s “face from crown to the base of the chin, and 
from ear to ear” and “be clearly visible and free of shadows.” Ms. Tobosa called Ms. 
O’Dell for clarification and was told that her hijab impermissibly obstructed the 
view of one of her major facial features: her ears. Ms. Tobosa protested that, 
                                                
4 Id. at 5-6. 
5 Id. at 8-12. 
6 Cty. of Hawaiʻi, Hawaii’s Limited Purpose Driver’s License, Provisional Driver’s License and 
Instruction Permit - Effective January 1, 2016, http://www.hawaiicounty.gov/fn-vrl-limited-purpose-
license (“Limited purpose credentials are not Real ID compliant and therefore, not exclusively 
accepted . . . to board a commercial aircraft or enter federal facilities . . . [or] for official federal 
purposes and do not establish eligibility for employment, voter registration, or public benefits.”). 
7 The importance of having a full driver’s license for purposes other than driving cannot be 
overstated. See Driving Tests, Why Is Your Driver’s License the Most Important Thing in Your 
Wallet? 10 Compelling Reasons, Driving Tests (Oct. 6, 2017), https://driving-tests.org/beginner-
drivers/your-driver%E2%80%99s-license-most-important-thing-your-wallet/ (explaining that official, 
or REAL ID-compliant, identification may be necessary for “writing a check, opening an account, 
using a debit or credit card, enrolling in school, applying for government benefits, applying for loans, 
etc...it allows emergency officials to identify you if you are involved in an accident…doctors will know 
if your organs can be harvested for transplants by looking for the universal organ donor symbol…if 
you are kidnapped, news agencies will gather demographics from your driver’s license information.”). 
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because of her religion, she could not expose her ears and, again, explained that she 
had been permitted to wear her hijab in her passport photograph. Ms. Tobosa also 
consulted a specialist in the State of Hawaiʻi Department of Transportation’s Office 
of Civil Rights, who ultimately referred her back to the DMV. 

 
Increasingly worried that she would not be able to renew her driver’s license 

without violating her religious beliefs, Ms. Tobosa asked if Ms. O’Dell would make 
an exception to the no-headscarf policy based upon the “document of approval” 
process outlined in the “How To” manual. Ms. O’Dell replied that the letter from the 
UH-Manoa Religion Department would make no difference because the federal 
regulations promulgated under the REAL ID Act were controlling and required the 
exposure of Ms. Tobosa’s ears.8 Having already researched the REAL ID Act, Ms. 
Tobosa explained that the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) had issued its 
own guidance stating not only that “[t]he REAL ID regulatory standards for the 
digital photograph recognize that some individuals may wear head coverings for 
religious or other reasons,” but also specifically that “[t]he REAL ID regulation does 
not require the exposure of the hair line or the ears.”9 Even after Ms. Tobosa shared 
the DHS’s interpretation, Ms. O’Dell refused to acknowledge that her 
understanding of federal identification law was misguided. 

 
At no time in this conversation, nor in any of Ms. Tobosa’s conversations with 

Hawaiʻi County DMV employees, did anyone ever tell Ms. Tobosa that Hawaiʻi 
County rules include a process for religious accommodations in the issuance of 
identification photographs. But Ms. Tobosa did not give up. She continued to 
inquire about her application with County officials, follow up with Professor Lyon 
via email and phone, and otherwise attempt to convince the Hawaiʻi County DMV 
that she was entitled to a religious accommodation and a full driver’s license. 

 
Meanwhile, holding only a provisional license caused Ms. Tobosa substantial 

hardship between the months of February and May 2018. While attempting to 
board flights to New York and neighbor Hawaiian Islands, the Transportation and 
Security Administration (“TSA”) flagged Ms. Tobosa for additional security 
screenings due to her use of only a provisional license. On at least one occasion, the 
additional security screenings delayed Ms. Tobosa by about three hours. Ms. Tobosa 
was told her provisional license was not an acceptable form of identification and 
that she would have to provide other documents, such as a birth certificate or a 
                                                
8 6 C.F.R. § 37.17(e) (stating requirements for the “Full facial digital photograph” that “must [be] 
include[d]” on all “REAL ID driver’s licenses and identification cards”). 
9 Dep’t of Homeland Sec., REAL ID Frequently Asked Questions for State Implementation (Oct. 2, 
2017), https://www.dhs.gov/real-id-faq-implementation (emphasis added). 
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social security card, in addition to her provisional license. Similarly, representatives 
at different banks refused to accept Ms. Tobosa’s provisional license when she 
attempted to open a business account for her massage company. Finally, Ms. Tobosa 
had to rely on others and spend hours coordinating what would normally be menial 
daily tasks, including transporting her children to school and buying groceries. 

 
Ms. Tobosa grew increasingly concerned by the possibility of never holding a 

full driver’s license again. Thus, despite Ms. O’Dell’s assertions that a “document of 
approval” from UH-Manoa’s Religion Department would make no difference, Ms. 
Tobosa contacted Professor Lyon again. After various phone calls and email 
exchanges, Professor Lyon agreed to write a letter for her, but only on the condition 
that she come to his personal residence and answer various interview questions 
concerning her religious beliefs and practices. Ms. Tobosa met with Professor Lyon 
in March 2018, after which Professor Lyon agreed to write a certification letter to 
the Hawaiʻi County DMV on Ms. Tobosa’s behalf.  

 
After waiting another month, Ms. Tobosa still had not received any updates 

from the Hawaiʻi County DMV. Ms. Tobosa called the DMV on April 6, 2018 to 
inquire about the status of her “document of approval,” only to find out that 
Professor Lyon had not submitted any documents on her behalf. Within a matter of 
hours, Ms. Tobosa obtained a copy of Professor Lyon’s letter and forwarded it to the 
Hawaiʻi County DMV.  

 
On April 11, 2018, Ms. Tobosa initiated another email conversation with Ms. 

O’Dell seeking clarification on the source of law for the DMV’s practices. On April 
18, 2018, Ms. Tobosa emailed Ms. O’Dell with a link to the DHS guidance on the 
REAL ID Act. That same day, Ms. O’Dell replied and asked Ms. Tobosa to call back, 
which she promptly did. During their phone conversation, Ms. O’Dell stated that 
the Hawaiʻi County DMV would grant Ms. Tobosa’s request, but gave no 
explanation as to why the DMV had appeared to suddenly change course about Ms. 
Tobosa’s photo. On May 1, 2018, Ms. Tobosa revisited the DMV’s Hilo office to pick 
up her full driver’s license. 

 
Ms. Tobosa’s experience renewing her driver’s license with the Hawaiʻi 

County DMV was incredibly burdensome. It took almost five months from start to 
finish. All told, Ms. Tobosa estimates she spent about one hundred hours of her time 
traveling to and from the DMV, conducting research on the applicable rules and 
regulations, and corresponding with the DMV. This included making or sending 
twenty to twenty-five phone calls, letters, and emails. Additionally, Ms. Tobosa 
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suffered tremendous anxiety and stress from not knowing whether she would ever 
hold a full driver’s license again. 

 
II. The Hawaiʻi County DMV’s policy of requiring religious 

applicants to certify their religious beliefs via UH-Manoa 
violates the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment 

The Hawaiʻi County DMV’s policy “requir[ing]” some religious applicants to 
obtain a letter from the UH-Manoa Religion Department to “confirm” the 
applicant’s “religious position”10 violates the Free Exercise Clause of the First 
Amendment. The Free Exercise Clause prohibits government entities from putting 
individuals to the proof of their religious beliefs as a condition of receiving public 
services.11 Indeed, courts have held that even a rabbi could not determine whether 
an individual was Jewish under Judaic law for the purposes of receiving religious 
accommodations.12  

 
While government entities may assess the sincerity of an individual’s 

religious beliefs, that determination must be limited to what an individual actually 
believes (e.g., whether it is important for the individual to wear a hijab according to 
her personal religious beliefs).13 But, because there is often no way to objectively 
verify the sincerity of someone’s religious beliefs, a government entity may not base 
its assessments on an individual submitting religious certification or on whether 
the individual engages in orthodox religious practices in other respects.14   
 
In this particular case, Ms. Tobosa’s practice of wearing a hijab happens to be 
orthodox for many Muslims. But Ms. Tobosa believes (correctly) that she should not 
need to get someone else—with whom she has had no prior relationship—to 
                                                
10 Cty. & St. of Haw. R. & Regs. of the Dir. of Fin. Rule 11.13. 
11 Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil Rights Comm’n, 138 S. Ct. 1719, 1731 (2018) (“[The] 
government has no role in expressing or even suggesting whether the religious grounds for an 
individual’s conscience-based objection is legitimate or illegitimate.”). 
12 Jackson v. Mann, 196 F.3d 316, 320-21 (2d Cir. 1999) (holding that district court erred in denying 
prisoner kosher meals based on rabbi’s conclusion that prisoner was not Jewish under Judaic law, 
and explaining that all that matters is whether prisoner’s beliefs were sincerely held—regardless of 
judgment of rabbi). 
13 Callahan v. Woods, 658 F.2d 679, 683 (9th Cir. 1981) (“A First Amendment inquiry into sincerity 
generally . . . focus[es] [on] addressing the sincerity with which the claimant holds the allegedly 
religious belief itself.”). 
14 Shakur v. Schriro, 514 F.3d 878, 885 (9th Cir. 2008) (reversing summary judgment because lower 
court “impermissibly focused on whether ‘consuming Halal meat is required of Muslims as a central 
tenet of Islam,’ rather than on whether Shakur sincerely believes eating kosher meat is consistent 
with his faith.”). 
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corroborate her personal religious beliefs. Accordingly, Ms. Tobosa’s submission of a 
letter from the UH-Manoa Religion Department should not be construed as an 
admission that the DMV’s demand was proper. 
 

III. The Hawaiʻi County DMV’s policy requiring only Muslim or 
other religious applicants to show their ears violates the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment 

The manner in which the Hawaiʻi County DMV is issuing full driver’s 
licenses violates the Establishment Clause because Muslim women are not 
receiving the same rights and protections afforded to observers of religions who do 
not wear a hijab as part of their religious practice. The Establishment Clause 
prohibits government entities from showing preference to or elevating one 
religion—or nonreligion—over another.15 Thus, in issuing drivers’ licenses, the 
Hawaiʻi County DMV cannot subject Muslim women who wear hijabs to additional 
requirements at the same time that it declines to impose such requirements on, for 
example, Catholic nuns who wear veils. 

 
But Ms. Tobosa’s experience reveals that the Hawaiʻi County DMV is 

applying county rules in an impermissibly discriminatory manner. On the one hand, 
the DMV is approving identification photographs for non-Muslim individuals in 
which their ears are obscured from view by their physical features.16 It apparently 
is also offering accommodations for individuals undergoing chemotherapy. On the 
other hand, the DMV denied Ms. Tobosa a driver’s license because her ears were 
covered for religious reasons specific to Islam. 

 
Ms. Tobosa’s ineligibility for a full driver’s license derived solely from her 

religious practices as a Muslim woman because the Hawaiʻi County DMV is also 
pressuring other Muslim women to forego their religious practices. Indeed, several 
Muslim women in Ms. Tobosa’s community shared with her that they believed they 
had no other choice but to remove their hijabs for their identification photos when 
they sought to renew their driver’s licenses. These women felt compelled to violate 
their religious beliefs because they could not bear the same burdens that Ms. 
Tobosa suffered in her driver’s license renewal process. Thus, although Ms. Tobosa 
eventually obtained a full driver’s license without having to violate her religious 
beliefs, other Muslim women did not necessarily have the resources necessary to 
                                                
15 Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 18 (1947) (holding that the First Amendment “requires the 
state to be a neutral in its relations with groups of religious believers and non-believers.”). 
16 Ms. Tobosa has provided us with copies of driver’s license photographs recently approved by the 
Hawaiʻi County DMV in which nonreligious applicants’ ears are obscured by their physical features. 
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persist for almost five months until the Hawaiʻi County DMV finally did what it 
was legally obligated to do. What is clear is that compelling one to choose between 
following the precepts of her religion and forfeiting a full driver’s license, on the one 
hand, and abandoning a precept of her religion to receive a full driver’s license, on 
the other hand, is expressly prohibited by the First Amendment.17  

 
Whether or not this disparate treatment resulted from animus to Muslims, it 

is clear the Hawaiʻi County DMV is impermissibly elevating non-Muslim driver’s 
license applicants by imposing additional requirements on Muslim applicants while 
making accommodations for and issuing full driver’s licenses to non-Muslim 
applicants.  
 

To remedy the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s First Amendment violations, we 
demand the Hawaiʻi County DMV eliminate the UH-Manoa letter requirement and 
revise its religious accommodations policies and practices to avoid substantially 
burdening individuals’ constitutional rights. 

 
IV. Contrary to the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s position, neither the 

REAL ID Act nor Hawaiʻi County Department of Finance Rule 
11.13 require driver’s license applicants to show their ears 

 
The apparent bases for the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s original denial of Ms. 

Tobosa’s request for a full driver’s license were (1) the REAL ID Act and its 
accompanying regulations and (2) Hawaiʻi County Department of Finance Rule 
11.13 (“Rule 11.13”). Contrary to the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s position, however, 
none of these sources require that driver’s license applicants such as Ms. Tobosa 
expose their ears or their hairline. 

 
The federal REAL ID Act establishes requirements for state driver’s licenses 

and identification cards to be accepted by the federal government for official 
purposes.18 Pursuant to the REAL ID Act, the DHS promulgated regulations 
establishing minimum standards for REAL ID-compliant driver’s licenses and 
identification cards.19 One requirement is that driver’s licenses must include a 
“[f]ull facial digital photograph.” And one of the requirements for such a photograph 

                                                
17 Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 404 (1963). 
18 Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War on Terror, and Tsunami 
Relief, 2005, PL 109–13, May 11, 2005, 119 Stat 231; see also Dep’t. of Homeland Security, Minimum 
Standards for Driver’s Licenses and Identification Cards Acceptable by Federal Agencies for Official 
Purposes, (Dec 29, 2014), https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=DHS-2006-0030-10710.  
19 6 C.F.R. § 37.17.  
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is that “[t]he face from crown to the base of the chin, and from ear-to-ear, shall be 
clearly visible and free of shadows.” 

 
Ms. O’Dell and other Hawaiʻi County DMV employees interpreted this 

requirement to mean that the ears must be exposed. But this interpretation is 
wrong. According to guidance from the DHS—i.e., the agency charged with 
enforcing and determining whether states have complied with, the REAL ID Act—
”[t]he REAL ID regulation does not require the exposure of the hair line or the 
ears.”20 Indeed, other federal agencies that are required to comply with the REAL 
ID Act accept facial identification photos of individuals whose ears are obscured. 
For example, the State Department permits applicants to wear religious head 
coverings that cover the ears in U.S. passport photographs.21 Thus, the Hawaiʻi 
County DMV’s position is incorrect. 

 
Additionally, Hawaiʻi County’s rule on “Driver License Photographs”—i.e., 

Rule 11.13—states that “[a]ll applicants shall remove any hats, headdress, etc., so 
as not to obscure more than two-thirds of their full-faced photograph.”22 The rule 
includes an exception for “religious beliefs as protected by the First Amendment of 
the [U.S.] Constitution . . . and Article I, Section 4” of the Hawaiʻi Constitution. To 
be granted such an exception, an applicant may be required to (1) “submit a written 
explanation as to why he/she is unable to comply based on his/her religion” and/or 
(2) “obtain a letter from the University of Hawaiʻi Religion Department, which 
confirms the religious positions he/she is taking.” 

 
Although we note that Ms. Tobosa complied with the UH-Manoa letter 

requirement to obtain a religious exemption under Rule 11.13, Ms. Tobosa need not 
have even sought an accommodation in the first place because her hijab merely 
covered her ears and hair line—that is, less than two-thirds of her full-faced 
photograph. Thus, the Hawaiʻi County DMV was wrong to even demand that Ms. 
Tobosa remove her hijab for her driver’s license photograph.  
 

                                                
20 Dep’t. of Homeland Sec., REAL ID Frequently Asked Questions for State Implementation (October 
2, 2017), https://www.dhs.gov/real-id-faq-implementation (emphasis added). 
21 U.S. Dep’t of State, Bureau of Consular Affairs, Photo Requirements (2016), 
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/us-visas/visa-information-resources/photos.html; U.S. Dept. 
of State, Bureau of Consular Affairs, Passport Services, U.S. Passport Photograph Acceptance Guide, 
https://photos.state.gov/libraries/switzerland/231771/PDFs/Photo%20Guidance%20Brochure%20-
%20Layout%201%20Version%2017.pdf. 
22 Cty. & St. of Haw. R. & Regs. of the Dir. of Fin. Rule 11.13.   
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In light of the above, we urge the Hawaiʻi County DMV to update its internal 
guidelines regarding the requirement that applicants show their ears so that they 
are consistent with federal law, and provide trainings on religious accommodations 
so that employees know how to respond to future religious accommodation requests. 

 
*     *     * 

 
At this point, the harm the Hawaiʻi County DMV has done to Ms. Tobosa 

cannot be fully undone or remedied. But the Hawaiʻi County DMV’s policies and 
practices continues to impact other Muslim and religious driver’s license applicants, 
and therefore must be changed. To address the issues we have raised above,23 the 
Hawaiʻi County DMV must, at a minimum, commit to doing the following: 

 
• Remove the UH-Manoa “document of approval” requirement as a prerequisite 

to religious accommodations; 
• Advise DMV employees that they may not assess an individual’s orthodoxy 

when assessing candidates for religious accommodations, and must instead 
accept driver’s license applicants at their word when they disclose sincerely 
held religious beliefs; 

• Update internal guidelines and provide employee trainings regarding 
religious accommodations so that employees need not seek clarification 
regarding future religious accommodation requests; 

• Publish the DMV’s religious accommodation policies and procedures on the 
DMV’s public website, in public view on the DMV’s premises, and in a daily 
newspaper of record announcing these changes. 

 
We would appreciate your response acknowledging receipt of this letter and 

committing to updating these policies by November 1, 2018. Thank you in advance 
for your time and attention to this matter. If you have any questions or comments, 
please feel free to contact me at 808-522-5908 or mcaballero@acluhawaii.org.  

                                                
23 The above is not an exhaustive list of issues. One issue we do not fully address here is that the 
Hawai‘i County DMV appears to retain an impermissible level of discretion in determining the 
procedures used and requirements for religious accommodations. For example, the provisions 
governing the UH-Manoa certification process include no specifications to applicants or employees 
about how or under what standards religious beliefs are to be “confirmed.” As another example, the 
County rule requiring religious applicants to submit a “written explanation” provides no guidance to 
applicants or employees about what kind of explanation suffices. Because these rules give Hawaiʻi 
County DMV employees unbridled discretion, they may be in violation of Hawaii’s Administrative 
Procedure Act. Thus, prudence dictates that the Hawaiʻi County DMV publish clearly articulated 
and standardized religious accommodation procedures. 
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       Sincerely yours,    

 
 

Mateo Caballero 
Legal Director 


